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JAbstract
The planned exploration of the outer phinets has generated the need for
information-preserving, data-compression systems that are applicable to space-
craft scientific imaging experiments. A variable-length coding algorithm that is
capable of adapting to the nonstationary Mature of digital spacecraft data has
been developed for noiseless chanucl conditions. performance cquations are first
developed for it suitable analytic model, and then applied directly to 6-hit,
pulse-code-modulated TV data. The adaptive algorithm adjusts to changes in
picture activity by treating blocks of consecutive picture elements as individual
data source,. Using a single 8-word binary code, output data rates remain close
to element-to-element entropy values for each block (and therefore for each
picture). The preliminary dynamic performance curves (average bits per pixel vs
entropy per data block) are shown.
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The Code Word Wiggle:
TV Data Compression
t -
I. Introduction
The motivation for this report was generated by the
need for an information-preserving, data-compression
system applicable to spacecraft scientific imaging experi-
ments. By information presercinl; we mean that the out-
put of a TV pulse-code-modulated (PCNI) system can be
completely reconstructed from the compressed data. A
study of various banelis'idtll-compression schemes by
Anderson (Ref. 1) concluded that, at least for the present,
emphasis should be placed on such systems. Sonic work
in other areas is continuing at JPL (Klcinrock, Ref. 2).
An earIv study by Elec•tro-Mechanical Research, Inc.
(Rc• f. 3) investigated a rather simple form of variable-
length coding. The compression resuhs were not signifi-
cant due to the restricted form of the coding scheme.
Here Nve present a variable-length coding algorithm
which is capable of adapting to the nonstationary nature
of digital spacecraft TV data. It should be noted that
all discussion and development are limited to noiseless
chalawl conditions.
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Briefly, the coding system derives its adaptive char-
acter by the following operations. Each line is divideC
into blocks of consecutive picture elements and each of
these blocks is treated as an individual data source. Each
data block is coded according to the algorithm developed
in Section II. This algorithm provides "three codes in
one' (i.e., only a single 8-word binary code is stored)
and automatically generates its own decision mechanism
for selection of the best code for each block. In this
manner output data rates remain close to the element-
to-clement entropy values for each block (and therefore
for each picture).
The terminology and performance equations for the
basic algorithm (the method for coding each data block)
are developed in a general context in Section II. Par-
ticular orientation to the TV application is avoided
until Section III, where these results are specialized and
extended to 6-bit PCM Surveyor and Ranger pictures.
Selected pictures, exhibiting a wide range of activity,
are used to validate the derived performance equations
by actual coding. An adaptive system is specified and
preliminary dynamic performance cur ^s (average hits 	 This is illustrated in Fig. I for q — 4, J — 8, -.nd an
per pixel vs entropy per data block) are shown. 	 assumed input sequence 8 1 , s 11 s.., s.., •s,, S s 11 •s,.
II. Coding Algorithm
We first consider a transformation by which a general
zero memory source ma y be ef$cientl y encoded as the
nth extension of an cquivalent binary source.
A. Fundamental Sequence
We interpret our information source as a source which
emits a sequence of q symbols from a fixed finite alpha_
het S - ( s 1 , s,, s : ;, • • s•,). For the special case of a zero
memory source, suc • c • cssivc symbols are statisticall y inde-
pendent and we (](-note their probability of occurrence
by the distribution
Pr[s• , ] = hi, i = 1, 2, ,.., q	 (1)
2. Wiggle operation. Dote that the initial input se-
qucnee is c•omplctcly specified by the location of the
ones in this matrix, III the matrix of Fig. I is com-
pletely specified by the first q — 1 roses. One obvious
hinary scqucnec which is equivalent to the original
sequence is formed 1-.y row I followed by row 2, row 3,
vtc• . This is of course ver y ineffic•icnt.
Observe that a single "1° appears in each column.
ifence, the first appearance of it "I" completel y
 specifies
the column or position in which it appears for all sub-
sequent rows. This is indici^ ted in Fig. 2 for the example
by crossing out all zeros located below a "l" in a pre-
vious rose. The last row may he crossed out under any
circumstance since it is uniquely specified by the knowl-
edge of all preceding rows.
where
	
	
A new binary sequence which completely defines the
original input sequence is generated by the remaining
1
	 1 ) , 	 elements of roses 1 through q — 1. This sequence is
1 ^'	 1 ^'	 traced out for the example in Fig. 2. We call this the
We define the mean of the input source as follows:
E(S) _
	 ip,
	 (3)
i	 1
The entropy of this source is denoted b y ll(S), where
H(S) —	 p; log
	 (4)
1	 l^
From this model the first problem is to convert it
scqucucc of these q symbols into an equivalent binary
sequence.
1. Sample matrix. Consider it block of J data samples
(e.g., a sc(lucnc •c of J consecutive TV picture elements).
We cyan designate this sequence by
... Z.,	 (5)
Construct the q X J sample matrix with element a,;
giycn by
1	 iff -^ - Si l = 1
_	 2	 ,qa,	 (0	 otherwise — 1, 2,	 J	 (8)
2
Sample a, x, c: t: sc s: ><.
Assumed input
sequence s, s, s:
,, 1 1 0
[ O^j it
0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
s, 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Fig. 1. Sample matrix
Sample :, 2, s,
Inpul sequence t, t, S. s:
+, e --o
,,
t, X .^' lR 7K
X X ^.
Resulting fundamental sequence 	 11001001110010 
Fig. 2. Fundamental sequence
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"wiggle op-ration" and d(fiie the resulting seelience
• '; the fundamental sequence (FS). It is this sequence we
propose to code.
A-^ an example, consich v r the fundaim-nial sequence
deriv'e'd in Fig. 2.
1100100111W10
B. length of the Fundamental Sequence
'I'o ::;', tL, icngth of the FS we will consider tit(
contribution of cash column (Fig. 2).
Coding the second extension implies coding pairs as
sho vn be low:
(11)(00)(10)(01)(11)(0(1)(10)
Let (1; denote the contribution )f the ith column to
the•
 FS, where 1 = 1. 2. • , 1. By the eon%ttucticri aigu-
ritho:, if :1 "1° appears in the ith row (i =- 1, _° • • q — 1),
Own all -,tyros in that colarmn are deleted from
further consideration. Ilencc, the contribution is pre-
cisely i hits. Thus the random yariahlc Il i takes oil
value i. If a "1" appears ill 	 qth row, then cl, — q — 1.
Ilcuc%:, we L„.. the result
Pr [d ► = i) = Pr [:.; = s,]	 p, 4,Ai < q	 2
t'r [d i  = q — 1] = p, P 1 1'.,	 (^ )
1'he length of the fund: mental sequence F call
Ix written as
	
F =	 dj	 (t+)
where the d; are seen to be independent random vari-
ables all distributed as ill
	 (7). The mean of F is
given by
E(F) — J [ E ( S ) — pj 	 (9)
But by the lave of large numbers, F converges in prob-
abilit y to its mean. Hence, for J sufficiently large we have
	
F _ E(F)
	 J[1'- (S) - p.,]	 (10)
lit F,(r. (11-0) nicana that if tit( , fundamental
sequence is transmitted, the number of bits per input
sample approximatcly equals the mean of the input
distribution. It gives sonic quantitative meaning to the
ordering of probabilities given ill 	 Later we will see
that this result has another uscf ul interpretation.
C. Coding the Fundamental Sequence
The coding scheme employed simply involves coding
the nth extension of the binary source represented by
the fundamental sequence.
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ii tit( • third extension is coded• it clonm ► y Zero must he
inserted because i clues not div idc the length of the
fundarncntad sc(ucnc•e (i.e., 1 .1 hits here).
r— d nrrny
1110)(010)(0ll)(1m)(luu;
'lo specify the general case, let Z"deiwtc the ith n-hit
binary sequence composing the FS (there arc F/n such
se(Juc ► :c•cs). ]'lien the FS vv ill appear as follows:
The reader should compare this with the original input
sequences given by (5).
1. Code set. ('oiling the nth extension of a binary sourer
requires 2" code words. Denote b y (1, ), i = 1, 2, • . 2"
a Set of v:iri:il0e_length code words which can be derived
by the Huffman coding algorithm for some distribution
(Ilof. 4). 1•he symbol 1, takes oil dual meaning. It refers
not only to ".iu • ith code word in the set (1, ) but also to
the length of that word in hits. Denote such a code by
Code (1,, 1_, 1 1 .). We will use this notation extensively
in Section Ill. Ft1rthenn,::, we define a code to be linear
if1,-iVi<2" and 1-r=2"-1.
For the present discussion assume that the words of
all
	 code :ire labeled such that
I,<1:<1,<•••<1.	 (12)
If we assume the probability of a "1" is less than or
equal to 1/2, the n-bit sequences (S,) (and corresponding
code words) may be ordered according to ckcaeasi^er
probabilities, as shown in Table 1.
Define (L(j)) as the set of all code words corresponding
to n-bit binary sequences with j ones The dual coca ring
here implies that the tern L(j) takes on a value equal to
3
sr
Table 1. Code word ordering
Number of ones Sequence
in n-bit number Code word Q Qj)
sequence S,
o s, 1, t(o)
1 s: 1,
1 s,	 C)
►(2)
2 S.. G)
	 "2 ) /I"1	 )	 (^)
n S:^ Q., L(n)
the sum of the lengths of all code words in (L(j)).
Specifically,
n.
L( j) _	 1 i	 (13)
1=n,
where
code and from which an optimum set of code words can
be derived. The anal ysis , will proceed by treating each
row of Fig. 2, along the path of the xviggle operation, as
a separate source. We first require some additional
definitions.
1. Parameters.
Let
( the number of columns or samples remaining
after symbol s,,,_, (ro py n1-1) has been analyzed)
(14)
For instance, in the example of Fig. 2 we have
(1', = 8,1_ = 4,7, = 2, 1. = 1)
Let A, ,, , denote the i,,,th column of the set of I,,, remaining
columns, where
i,,, = 1, 2, .. ,1,,.
	 (15)
a:nd define
1 Ifs,,, e A, under the condition
S ' U s, U • • • U .s,,, , e A, ,
_	 (with probability H.)	 (16)
xi", 
_
0 otherwise
	/ 11	 1	 n 	 As an example here, consider the second row (s,) of
	
n, = 1 + k ( k	 n, _	
(k) 	 Fig. 2. We have=0	 kzo
2. Block diagram. A system block diagram is shown 	 (A, = col. 3, A: = col. 4, A„ = col. 6, A, = col. 7)
in Fig. 3.
and
BLOCK OF
J INPUT	 FS = Zn Zn Zn	 ENCODER	
(X, = 1, X, _ 1, X, = 0, xy = 0)
SYMBOLS	 1 2	 F/nWIGGLE	 CODE 01 1 ,32 , • • •,R2n)
Making use of these definitions yields
CODED FS
Fig. 3. System block diagram
D. Analysis
In this paragraph we will derive an equation which
specifies the performance of this system for an arbitrary
4
Hr. = Pr[X, ,	 1 Is,U .S,U ... US,,, -1 QA'm^
M S., n (Sn, U.S"" U ... US01
Pr[sm U.S,,,_, U " US,,] 
'A similar analysis appeared in Ref. 5.
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s
i
1
I,[ I u ] = 1 i Ili, 0 - 11,•,)° i [ ^, kAn,,: I L (1)tl ; „	 r,(17)
J
But the events (s;) are mutually exclusive, therefore 	 Multiplying IWA„,,, and summing on k, we get
We shall also require the distribution for J,,,
Pr[J,,, = k] = Pr[Any of the s ymbols s,, s„	 s,,, , have
appeared in an y of J - k of the J columns]
(18)
where k = 0, 1, 2, • • •, J
But the probabilit y that any position has one of the
symbols s,, s_, • , s n,_, present is given by
Noting that j,,, is binomial with parameter (1 - t,,,)
we get—see Eq. (21)—for the average bits per input
sample
_
	
11	 1	 _,
(2;3)
Substitution of L(j) from Eq. (13) leads to the form
	
L =	 P,1,	 (24)
m -t
	
Pr [s, U s_ U ... U sa,-i] _	 pi
	
(19)
from which an optimum set of code words can be de-
rived such that L is minimized (Refs. 4 and 6).
Then Eel. (18) becomes
3. Fundamental sequence. If the lengths of all 2”
J	
a	
-	 code words are set equal to n-hits then Eq. (?4) defines
Pr[],,, = k] -	 (^) (1 - 	 - Am y:	 the average bits per sample required if the fundamental1 _k ,m
	(20)	 sequence is transmitted. Substituting in Eq. (23) and
reversing the order of summation vve get
2. Performance. If Ave let T. denote the total number
of bits required for s n„ toen the expected number of bits
per sample for a block size of J is given by
j Y1 E	 (21)M=l
The remaining problem is to evaluate E[T,,,], m =
1, 2, • • •, q--1 for the prescribed coding scheme.
Let T,,,(k) define the number of bits transmitted for s,,,
given that ,, = k.
E(F) _
	
(1 - l m ) ^^	 ll („ (1 - TT„)” ;
,-t	 y( 1 — Srn)
I-,	 m-t
After suitable manipulations we get
E(F) = J[ E ( S ) - p-,]	 (25)
Then=
	
	
vv here E(S) is the mean of the input source probability
distribution. Note that vye previously obtained this re-
n
E[T(k)] = 11	 If" (1 - IT^,)^-^ • L(j) 	 (22)	 stilt more directly and in fact derived the stronger result
	
In
given by Eq. (10).
Actnall this equation is inexact it n does not divide k. H owever,	 4. Complementary code. If a source is very inactive,
k-	 these error tools are negligible for J » n and any practical input	 some of the I I,,, may exceed 1 . In this case the best
distribution.	 ordering of code words as defined in Table 1 is reversed.
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I
This can he accommodated in Eq. (23) by interchanging
IT and (I — IT,,,) in all instances where TT,,, > 1', . In
an actual system this sinllll\' requires that the sequence
of zeros and ones generated for the FS by s,,, he eom-
lllemcnted before coding. NVc defer the details of this
principle until Section III where svr svill apply the
complementary code to TV data by complementing an
entire FS.
E. The Wiggle Squared
One might wonder what happens when the wiggle
operation is performed a second time (i.c., oil 	 funda-
mental sequence). Such all 	 is indicated in
Fig. 4.
The input to the second box is the fundamental se-
quence FS = Z,11 Z.? • • • Z;. „ formed by F/n symbols from
the alphabet (S,, S_, - • •, S_.) -where the S, arc defined
ill Table 1.
The sample matrix for the second box is a (2 1' X F/n)
matrix with binary entries (a,;) determined as follows:
("1	 iff Z1= S;
a;; _ 1	 i
=1.a ... 2„
IO	 otherwise i = 1. 2, ... F/n
The fundamental sequence for this sample niatr i., is
derivrd exactl\ as in Fib;. 2. \\'e denote this output
sequence bx• (FS)-' and its length by FF.
To find the average length of the (FS)" we use an
arrIu ent completely analogous to the development for
the fundamental sequence itself; see Eqs. (7) .and (8).
First let
P	 = Pr [Z' = S;l	 (27)
where
i = 1, 2,	 , 2"; j — 1, 2,	 . F/n
Cousidcr a single term
But the right-baud side equals the mean nunibcr of bits
transmitted if the jth sc•qucnc •c Z11 is coded b\• the linear
code, Code(1, 2, 3, • • •, 2" — 1, 2" — 1). Since this is true
for all j, we have the result:
In terniv of expected bits per input sample, lire wi gle
sctrrrrred operation is equiralent to codirr.,, lire funda-
mental segru, rrc •e, with the linear code.
Quantitati\cly, we have
E(FF) = JL	 (29)
whcrc I, is gi\en l,\ Eqs. (23) and (24) Nvith appropriate
substitutions for the linear code.
Note that a similar interpretation call 	 applied to
the FS and coding the input source Nvith the linear code,
Code(1, 2	 q — 1, (/ — 1).
Ill. Application to TV
In this section the coding algorithm is applied to 6-1,it
Ranger and Surveyor pictures. To suitably test the basic
algorithm, scve•n pictures were selected having a wide
range in data activity. Reproductions of these pictures
are shown in Fig. 5 in order of increasing entropy values
FI".:ill further reference to sample pictures will use this
numbering system. A nomenclature table of terms fre-
quently used in this section is in the rear of this
ntclnorandum.
A. Data Model
INPUT
SEQUENCE
	 FS	 ^FS)2WIGGLE	 WIGGLE
Fig. 4. Wiggle squared
To appl the coding algorithm to TV data, specific
parameters must be identified with the more general
terms of Section 11.
Let b i
 represent the ith quantum level of the TV
PC\I system, \. ocre i = 1, 2, • • •, 64. Suppose, for ex-
ample, that the distribution of the {b;) is known for a
particular section of it For the sake of simplicity
assullle
Pr•[h,) > Pr [b_.l > ... > Pr[b,,,] 	 (30)
we have
r/.
E(FF) _	 [E(Z') — P_ ;]	 (28)
6	 JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-428
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tThen condition (2) could be satisfied 1)) , identifying
b; with s;. By Eq. (10), it fundamental sequence gcncr-
ated in this section would be minimized; however,
this selection of (x,) could be bad for another section.
Hence we need another means of selecting the input
Symbols, (s;).
By definition, the basic coding algorithm operates on
blocks of J consecutive picture elements. We can asso-
ciate with each block (1) a unique positive integer n,
(2) an entropy 11(n), and (3) an average word length
(bits per pixel) L(n).'
1. Selection of Is,). One model which consistently
provides a good approximation to actual output condi-
tions is summarized by the following: given that quantum
level b; has just occurred, the distribution of quantum
levels for the next sample point is unimodal about b;.
Quantitatively we have
If there are N blocks of J picture elements, then we
have
H(n) < L(n)	 n = 1, 2, • • •, N	 (34)
We define the entropy of the picture by
Pr[b; I b;] > Pr[b;., I b;l > Pr[b; , I b;]
> Pr[b i ,.Ib;] > ...	 (31)
Since we make the same assumption for all levels,
(31) can be written in terms of first-order differences.
Dcfine dl its the difference between the present and
previous sample. Then d takes on values between —63
and +63. The inequalities in (31) become
Pr[d = 0] > Pr[d = +1] > Pr[d = - 1]
	
> Pr[d = +21 > ...	 (32)
Condition (2) is satisfied if we associate the symbols
(s,) with these first-order differences in the order speci-
fied by Eq. (32). Specifically
S, ♦— ♦ d =0
S,	 0, d = +1
s; 4	 P. 'T= —1	 (33)
S 4 —► d = 4 2
This assignment will be assumed in all further discussions.
2. Bounding performance. If we could completely
define the statistics for a data source then theoretically
we could bound the performance of any coding system
by the entropy of the source. Unfortunately, the source
we are considering is a class of TV pictures which
taken even individually can be highly nonstationary.
Hence we must make some approximations to get a
handle oil
	 problem.
^	
1H	 1/(n)	 (35)= ^,
and the average word length for the picture by
L = N
	
L(n)	 (36)
From the inequality ill
	 we note that
H < L	 (37)
To obtain H(n) we note that (1) if the nth block of
TV data is essentially first-order Markov (next quantum
level depends only on the present quantum level), and
(2) if the conditional entropies are approximatel y the
same for those quantum levels which occur frequently
in the nth block, then the entropy calculated from the
distribution of first differences in (32) is a good approxi-
mation to H(n).
Both conditions (1) and (2) are good assumptions if
the picture activity within a block is uniform. Certainly
the latter condition will exist more frequently if the
block size is small.
Henceforth, all entropy calculations will he derived
from distributions of differences. We understand that
any H(n) computed in this way probably is a good but
not best lower bound to the coding capability for the
nth block.
We define a basic system as one which performs the
wiggle algorithm with a single code according to the as-
signment in (33). The performance for this system is
hounded by the entropy computed from the distribution
'This should not he confused with L(j) given pre%iously in Eq. ( 13)
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of differences for the whole picture H*. (T' -se are the
entropy values appearing in Fig. 5.) This approximates
11 if the picture does not have drastic changes in activity,
i.e., the H(n) do not fluctuate wildl y . The basic system is
equivalent to treating the whole picture as a single
block of data.
We will first present the results for the basic system
and then demonstrate how the system can be modified
to take full advantage of drastic scene changes within a
given picture.
B. Performance of the Basic System
1. Validation of analysis. The analysis of Section II
was validated by comparing predicted performance for
the second extension with actual results obtained by
applying the algorithm directly. Predicted and actual
performance for the 4-word binary code, Code(1233),
are shown in Fig. 6. The predicted curve was obtained
by substituting histograms of first-order differences into
Eq. (23) according to the assignment given in (33). A
similar comparison for the fundamental sequence in
Eq. (10) was exact and is therefore shown as a single
curve. These results should instill confidence in Sec-
tion 11. Hence all further discussion will be based on
computed results only.
2. Single code performance. Calculations will be lim-
ited to the second and third extensions. As will become
clear, it appears that little is to be gained by going to
higher extensions.
The selection of codes is particularly simple. For the
second extension there are only two compact codes of
4-code words, Code(1233) and Code(2222). The latter
is equivalent to the fundamental sequence and the
former is equivalent to (FS)'. Both of these have already
been shown in Fig. 6. For the third extension there are
16 compact codes of 8 code words, but surprisingly
Code(13335555) gives a minimum average word length
for pictures 3-7 and does reasonably well on pictures
1 and 2. Therefore, we will restrict our attention to
this code.
Performance curves for Code(1233) and Code(13335555)
are shown in Fig. 7 along with plots for the fundamental
sequence and entropy of first differences H*.
C. Improved Low End Performance
Note that the performance curves in Fig. 7 can be
considered as continuous functions of entropy (i.e., we
FUNDAMENTAL
I
SEQUENCE (FS)
6-bit PCM
/
COMPUTED
voe
/
/
lo,
ol i
/ ACTUAL
/
/ ENTROPY OF DIFFERENCES, H•
PICTURE NUMBER
Fig. 6. Computed vs actual for Code(l233)
can extrapolate between data points for the seven sample.
pictures). Several other pictures with various entropy
values were found to satisfy this interpretation. This
allows us to drop reference to particular pictures and
in fact to interpret these curves as dynamic representa-
tions of performance as activity levels change throughout
a picture, e.g., a plot of L(n) vs H(n).'
By assumption we have thus far considered only sys-
tems whose performance dynamically moves along only
one of these curves. We will now introduce a simple
modification which allows a single code system to adapt
to drastic changes in data activity. This is accomplished
'This interpretation is somewhat inexact since not all of the sample
pictures are uniformly active. We will proceed with the understand-
ing that more precise dynamic curves can be generated from selected
uniform data.
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FUNDAMENTAL SEQ ENCE (FS)
6-bit PCM
10
CODE (1233), (FS)2
/
CODE (13335555)
/ I I I
ENTROPY OF DIFFERENCES, H•
PICTURE NUMBER
Fig. 7. Computed single code performance
with essentially no increase in functional complexit y . In
particular we will discuss modifications for the
Code(13335555) system. It should he clear that similar
modifications and conclusions can he obtained for the
Code(1233) system in an analogous fashion.
1. Adding the FS. Note that the curve for the funda-
mental sequence in Fig. 7 crosses the Code(13335555)
curve at an approximate value of 2.9 bits/pixel. For a
block size of J picture elements, the length of the FS
at this point is (2.9)1 bits. Define the threshold T, by
T, = 2,9
	 (38)
Thus far, the modified single coda system operates
dynamically on a block-by-block basis a ,7 follows: If
F < JT,, the lrncoded FS is transmitted; whereas if
F > JT,, the coded FS is transmittal. I3 y this alteration,
the performance of the Code(13335555) system is sub-
stantially improved in regions of inactivity.
2. Compiementary code. An area of a picture that
has no change in signal (c.g., a horizon scene) might
come under the description of "highly inactive region."
If these regions are expected to occur frequent]\,, it
becomes important to achieve a high degree of compres-
sion whenever they are encountered. -, Dote that the per-
formance of the FS will converge to a value of 1 hit/
pixel as the entropy goes to zero. This follows from the
fact that all ones in the sample matrix of Fig. 1 will
appear in the first row (therefore row 1 is the FS).
The 6:1 compression figure here can again he sub-
stantially improved by recalling the concept of a com-
pletncntary code given in the previous section. We define
the complementary code by
Code(13;335555) A Code(55553331)	 (39)
But coding the FS with the Codc(13335555) is idcnti-
cally equivalent to first complementing each bit of the
FS and then cooling with the original Codc(13335555).
To see the reasoning here, again consider the limiting
case when all ones of the sample matrix of Fig. 1 appear
in row 1. If the original Code(13335555) is used to code
the FS, this rneans that each subsequence of three ones
will he coded into it 5-hit code word. The result is
5/3 hits/pixel. ilowever, if (39) is used, then each sub-
sequence of three ones is coded into a 1-hit code word
with the result, 1/3 bits/pixel. it is easy to see that the
sane result is ohtai ,ted if the FS is first complemented
(i.c., row 1) and then coded Nsith Code(13335555).
Hence we can define a second threshold for the FS,
T„ at the point where- the performance curves for the
FS anc] the Codc(13335555) cross. Since: actual data on
highly inactive TV pictures are not presently available,
we estimate it value of 1.5 hits/pixel for illustrative
purposes. The transmission criterion of the combined
s ystem is shown in Tahlc 2 and the dynamic performance
curves appear in Fig. 8. The meaning of the introductory
statement "three codes in one" should now he apparent.
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f	 "I'he inimmum entropy adde\ed for such scenes dtvcndk directly
on the sensor signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and approaches zero asThen, if the length of the FS is less than JT, hits, it is	 S/N becomes large. We Will henceforth assume a "good" system to
better to transmit the FS without coding. 	 illustrate what is possihlc.
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Table 2. Transmission criterion for the modified
Code(13335555) system
Length of FS J < F < JT^ JT. < F < JT^ F "I JT.
Transmission
criterion
Code(I 3335555) FS Code(l 3335555)
6—bit PCM
CODE(113335555)
THRESHOLD T
THRESH	 LD T 2
5/3	
4
UNCODED
FS
-ENTROPY OF
DIFFERENCES, H(n)
CODE( 13335555)
1	 1	 1 1
1.0	 2.0	 3.0	 4.0
ENTROPY H(n), bits/pixel
For the modified system, we note (see Fig. 8 and
Table 2) that the top half of the picture operates under
the Code(13335555) whereas the bottom half operates
under the Codc(I3335555). The expected number of bits
per pixel becomes
L, -_ 1 (0.33) + 1 (3.1) :--= 1.7bits/pixel	 (41)
2	 2
Thus the modified system achieves an additional re-
duction of 0.7 bits/pixcl. Note that this compares with
an overall picture entropy of 1.5 bits/pixel: see Eq. (35).
D. Discussion
From Fig. 8 we observe that the modified Code-
(13335555) system performs reasonably well regardless
of the activity level for a section of a picture; i.e., the
output data rate L(n) is close to the entropy for that
section of the picture H(n). This implies good per-
formance for the whole picture [see Eqs. (35) and (36)].
This point was made evident by the previous example,
In fact we can say that for the class of pictures considered
here, Fig. 8 predicts good performance independent of
the particular picture. Thus applicability of this system
includes planetary flybys, orbiters, and landers.
Figure 8 and the preceding discus sion define the es-
sential elements for an information-preserving, data-
compression system operating under noiseless channel
conditions. Another modification which could be an
important asset under certain conditions is described in
the following.
6.0
5.0
4.0
Z 3.0
0
2.0
I C
0
0
1. Reduced quantum !evels. Observe that the basic
operation of the coding system is unaffected by a redtic-
ti011 in the IILIrnl)cr of quantum levels (i.e., a deletion of
the least sivnificant bits) The effect is to move the
	
in which the top half is pure horizon (all black, H = 0) 	
operating point (in Fig. 8) to the left by an amount
the bottom half has an entropy value of 3.0 bits. Weand
equal to the average information contained in the deletedWish to compare tbe performance of the modified
bits. As far as bardware is concerned, this means gen-
Code(13335555) system %vith that of the basic Code-
crating differences from a fewer number of binary digits.(13335555) system.
The primary benefit realized by the inclusion of this
	
The basic systern operates along the Code(13335555)	 mechanism 
in the system is an increased compression
	
curve in Fig. ' 8 throughout the picture. Hence the ex- 	 whenever high-quality TV pictures are not required
	
pected number of bits per pixel becomes simply	(e.g., reconnaissance, general planetary topology). For
example, a shift from 6-bit PCM to 3-bit PCNI will pro-
La	 (1.67) + 1 (3. 1)	 2.4 bits/pixel	 (40)	
vide compressed 3-bit pictures. Another use might be
2	 the control of data rates.
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Fig. 8. Dynamic performance curves for modified
Code(l 3335555) system
3. Example. As a crude example, consider a picture
2. Further development. Fven under the limited con-
ditions of a uoiscicss channel, a nvc•es^ary first step, there
Still rerrurin many questions aril tradeoffs to be con-
siderecl. For instance, improved dynamic performance
curves should be derived and tested on a wide variety
of pictures to determine the hest block size and tlursh-
olds (other codes ar.d extensions call additional
crn-ves). The possibilit y of a variabic block sire is an-
other question. Such tests should inc•lndc the option of n
rcduc•ticm ill levels described above. In addi-
tion, the. primary hardware components required to
implement the algorithm can he idenrific•d.
As shown in Sect Ion II, the FS pm-lion of the perfor-
cu,rncc curves ill 8 is equi y ;dcnt to coding a block
of TV ditla with a linear c•odc, -Fhis in vans generating
a VcHired TS (ITS) from the sample nrctrix ill 1.
Further studies shocdd investigate the Code and Coda
Irrofu rties of the Vwlificd System using the VFS.
In this report it suffices to nwntion that it very intpor-
t;uit problem rcnr.cining is the ch;unu • 1 coding and decod-
ing of the compressed 'l V data. 'I'hc final justification
for spacecraft application of the compression algorilhin
presented here will dopcnd oil 	 adequate solution.
Nomenclature
Code(Q,, k,,	 .Q,) defines
	 a	 variable-length	 code actual entropy if activity in pic-
whose first code word has length ture is honjogencous)
k,	 whose second has length 1.2,
I block size 
etc.
^
H(n) entropy of differences computed
Code(Q,, k_,	 10 equivalent to Code(I\, 1^ for the nth block of J picture
Q,, 1,}, and is called a comple- elements
rnentary code
11 average of all the II(n); approxi-
FS fundamental sequence (obtained mates the actual one-dimensional
by performing wiggle operation picture entropy
on input data)
L(n) expected number of hits per pixel
(FS)- fundamental sequence of the FS required by the coding system to
H* equals all
	 computed from : ncode the nth block of J picture
the distribution of differences for elements
a complete picture (approximates / average of all the L(n)
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